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USDCAD struggles to sustain bull break out but we remain positive.



EURCAD compressed into ever tighter ranges.



GBPCAD failure in the upper 1.64 area points to 1.62 retest.



CADMXN steadies after heavy losses earlier in the week.



AUDCAD rally stumbles, eases back under 1.01.



CADJPY little changed in range; shorter term studies point to softness.
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USDCAD is, just about, sustaining the break
above trend resistance (Dec/Jan bull wedge
consolidation) but the move up in the USD this
week has not reflected a whole lot of conviction.
Early weakness in the USD today has reversed
partially, leaving funds little changed on the day
and little changed on the week.
Intraday
patterns are constructive, one the basis of the
long, lower shadow which formed around the 6hour candle earlier in the day as the USD
dipped back briefly to the 1.3060 area. The
consequence of the break above trend
resistance at 1.3074 should be bullish for the
USD but weak trend momentum indicators on
the short, medium and long-term charts suggest
more range trading between 1.30/1.32 may be
in store for the USD for now. Intraday gains
above 1.3120 would be positive for the USD
and suggest near-term gains towards the upper
end of the range.

EURCAD is showing little change in its technical
situation. The cross remains more or less
contained within the range defined by the nearly
converged trend resistance (1.3867) and
support (1.3822) in rather choppy trading today.
Daily trend intensity signals are bearish but the
shorter and longer-term oscillator signals are
conflicted and flattish, suggesting no real trend
bias here either way. We still rather lean
towards a bearish resolution to the range trade
in the longer run, but we do not exclude the risk
of shorter-term gains towards the 1.40/1.42
range.
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GBPCAD is weaker but still within the recent,
broad consolidation range. The GBP rose to
test trend resistance off the late 2016 high
earlier but appears to have firmly rejected the
1.6460 area. Daily patterns are soft but intraday
signals are more obviously bearish (key reversal
session on the 6-hour chart) and we pay
attention to strong, short-term signals around
key, long-term technical points. Price action
suggests near-term risks are tilting back
towards a retest of the 1.62 area, the short-term
range base.
Neutral trend momentum
oscillators favour more range trading.

CADMXN is trading moderately higher on the
day after losing significant ground MondayThursday. Heavy price action this week overall
suggests ongoing downside risks for the CAD
but the bounce in the cross is developing
around the 15.00 area which was important
high/low support through the latter part of last
year when the MXN imploded. We think price
action needs to be monitored carefully from
here as a further drop in the cross towards
retracement support at 14.84 makes some
technical sense. But we do not exclude the risk
of the CAD gaining a little more traction from the
low 15 area.

AUDCAD is doing its usual thing. Just as we
started to feel a bit more comfortable about the
idea of the cross moving higher after it broke
above major resistance at 1.01 (recent peaks
and retracement resistance), the AUD has
stumbled—badly—and broken under key (2017)
trend support.
Ordinarily, we would have to
seriously consider the risk of more weakness
ahead for the market. But this is AUDCAD.
And we can see that intraday price action looks
a little more constructive (good support around
1.0040) and we can see that the bullish
alignment of the trend intensity signals (DMI
oscillator) on the short, medium and longer run
charts remains intact.
It’s frustrating but,
despite the break of support, the underlying
trend higher looks intact.
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CADJPY remains in consolidation mode but
short-term bear pressure remains evident on the
1-hour and 6-hour “ichimoku” charts where the
CAD has weakened below the base of the cloud
support and the break lower has been
“confirmed” by the tankan span. We have noted
the conflicted, longer-tern signals previously and
we think this situation essentially implies more,
wide range trading between 84/89 until a
resolution emerges.
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